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Abstract—In this work, we developed a Barycentric shading
process for creating dynamic paintings in the contemporary
Fauvist-Expressionist style. Both Fauvist and Expressionist move-
ments are known for the expression of feeling through intense,
bold, and clashing colors along with distorted forms and per-
spectives. The exaggerated colors and shapes of the Fauvist-
Expressionist style paintings make them difficult to emulate using
processes based on common modeling and rendering approaches.
Barycentric shading provides a powerful alternative to emulate
such non-photo-realistic artworks with a simple process.

To demonstrate the efficiency of our Barycentric shading
process, we turned two paintings of Anne Garney into time-lapse
animated artworks. Garney is one of the leading contemporary
Fauvist-Expressionist painters. Her work always includes strong,
vivid colors and bright outlines typical in Fauvist paintings.
Moreover, she also includes painterly reflections throughout her
work. These aspects of her paintings are particularly critical to
demonstrate the power of our rendering process. Our process for
recreating her artworks as dynamic scenes reflects Garney’s style,
while providing animated illumination, shadows, and reflections.
We also added new elements to her scene that are still consistent
with the original style.

Index Terms—non-photorealistic rendering, shading, fauvism,
expressionism

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Fauvism and Expressionism were two of the earliest avant-
garde art movements, centered on the expression of feeling
through intense colors with distorted forms and perspectives.
The Fauvist and Expressionist paintings were primarily made
to convey ideas, places, or people through the manner of the
artists’ style, which consequently elicit a variety of reactions
from the audience. Additionally, they tend to create distorted
connections in the mind of the viewer, allowing them to
perceive space and three-dimensional objects from an unusual
point-of-view in a two-dimensional medium.

Our goal in this work is to develop a simple, yet effective
process to create animated versions of Fauvist and Expres-
sionist paintings for further accentuating perception and im-
mersion of the viewer. Unfortunately, most common physically
based modeling and rendering approaches are not useful for
emulating such non-realistic styles. Even non-photorealistic

approaches require specialized solutions that can be hard for
novice users. Barycentric shading provides a generic approach
that can be directly applied to a wide variety of styles with
simple modifications in a general modeling and rendering
process [1].

In this work, we created a process for Fauvist and Ex-
pressionist styles based on the general Barycentric shading
process. Using this method, we have created painterly dynamic
environments based on the works of the artist Anne Garney.
Her artwork is classified as representational and contemporary
Fauvist-Expressionist. While representational simply means
that her artwork represents something (therefore giving it
identity), the contemporary FauvistExpressionist label has a
few more parts. Expressionism generally refers to the practice
of conveying emotions and sensations through work. These
emotions can often be split into two definitions, with one
denoting the feelings of the artist during the creative process,
and the other meaning the feelings of the viewer while
observing the completed work [2]. The other two parts of her
style, Contemporary and Fauvist, designate being modern and
utilizing vivid, non-naturalistic use of color, respectively.

The extreme painterly characteristics make Garney’s art a
perfect candidate to evaluate the power of shader approaches in
emulating a variety of styles. In this work, we have developed
a method to emulate Garney’s paintings, while demonstrating
the power of Barycentric shading. Using this process, we
obtained Garney’s style through the use of camera projections
as well as ways to compute dynamic lights, shadows, and
reflections in each scene.

The most important contribution in this particular process
is the implementation of Barycentric shading as a Barycentric
compositing process. This approach clearly differentiates the
rendering and shading processes. Our second contribution is to
include reflections into the Barycentric compositing process.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) has emerged as a sub-
field of computer graphics during 1990s to produce computer
generated images that invoke the appearance of being created



(a) Start of animation: Noon. (b) Afternoon.

(c) Evening. (d) End of animation: Sunset.

Fig. 1: Example frames of animated recreations of Anne Garney’s ”’Le Dolce Vita’ Burano, Italy.” These images demonstrate
reflections in moving water as well as dynamic changes in illumination. We obtained permission from Anne Garney to recreate
her paintings.



(a) T11(1): Full sun illumination at noon. (b) T01(1): No direct illumination at noon.

(c) T10(0): Full sun illumination during sunset. (d) T00(0): No direct sun illumination during sunset.

Fig. 2: Four control images used to compute Barycentric shading for the recreation of ”’Le Dolce Vita’ Burano, Italy.” Note
that the reflections of these control images do not exactly match since the water is moving. The boats also move with the
water’s motion. On the other hand, humans are static.



”by hand” [3], [4] by emulating broad artistic styles such as
outlines and silhouettes [5], technical illustrations [6], pen and
ink drawings [7], [8], impressionist [9] and cubist paintings
[10]–[12], Chinese painting [13], [14], charcoals [15], [16],
and stippling [17]; as well as artistic tools and mediums
such as brush strokes [18]–[21], watercolor [22]. Convolution
Neural Networks has turned out to be effective for style
transfer [23], [24].

In recent years, there has also been growing interest to turn
specific paintings into dynamic computer generated images
with moving lights and cameras. These paintings can have
non-realistic components. For instance, Murphy developed a
non-photorealistic approach for matching shapes and colors of
the artwork of Disney background painter Eyvind Earle who
use non-realistic shadows [25]. ”Atelier des Lumières” group
developed large scale video projections of many of the Vincent
van Gogh’s well-known works [26]. Liu created 3D version
of a Jiangnan water country painting be the contemporary
Chinese artist Yang Ming-Yi as the primary visual reference
[14]. Justice created dynamic time-lapse animations based on
some of the works of Edgar Payne, using Barycentric shading
as the core of his procedure [27] (see Figure 3a). Subramanian
obtained painterly reflection, refraction and caustics with a
classical wine and glass still life painting [28] (see Figure 3a).

Creation of such dynamic paintings requires in matching
shapes and colors in complete control, both of which can
be non-realistic. One of the key problems when emulating
specific paintings is that the geometry must match non-realistic
shapes and perspectives in paintings. It was shown that such
non-realistic shapes and perspectives can be best represented
by anamorphic bas-reliefs [29], [30]. Barycentric shading was
initially introduced to solve color matching problems using
Barycentric equations that interpolate or approximate control
images [1]. Over the past few years, Barycentric shaders have
been used in emulating a wide variety of styles [14], [27],
[28], [31]. In this work, we also used Barycentric shaders
with anamorphic Bas-reliefs to time-lapse animations with
reflections in the Fauvist-Expressionist style.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In Barycentric shading, shader operators are restricted to
be of the Barycentric form for each shading point, such that
shaders guarantee that solutions stay inside of the convex hull
defined by the control images. To create time-lapse paintings
with no reflection and refraction, a simple Bilinear Barycentric
shader with two shader parameters that interpolates four static
control images is sufficient [27]. In this work, we will also use
Bilinear Barycentric shaders to obtain time-lapse paintings.
However, our four control images will be dynamic and ren-
dered for every time step. This is necessary to handle dynamic,
reflective elements such as moving water.

Let I(t) denote an image of dynamic animation and
I(t, u, v) denote the color of a pixel (u, v) of I(t), where
u and v in [0, 1] represent pixel positions and t represents
time. We usually ignore (u, v) to simplify presentation. For
the Bilinear Barycentric shader, we will use two shader

parameters, which are images denoted as S(t) and F (t) as
I(t) = P (S(t), F (t)) where P is the Barycentric shader.
The shader parameter S(t) is the percentage of sunlight that
can reach to a given shading point that corresponds to (u, v).
S = 1 means the shading point is fully illuminated by sun and
S = 0 means the shading point is in shadow, i.e. there is no
direct illumination that can reach that particular shading point.
The second shading parameter F (t) is the animation frames
normalized as a number from 1 to 0. In our case, F = 1, i.e.
white image, corresponds to noon time and F = 0, i.e. black
image, corresponds to sunset, the beginning and ending of our
animations.

Now, based on these definitions, we can introduce a Bilinear
Barycentric shader, which is given by the following formula:

P (S(t), F (t)) = T00(t)(1− S(t))(1− F (t)) +

T01(t)(1− S(t))F (t) +

T10(t)S(t)(1− F (t)) +

T11(t) S(t) F (t). (1)

The bilinear formula P (S(t), F (t)) interpolates four control
animations, T00(t), T10(t), T01(t), and T11(t), as its end-
points. For a painting that does not have any dynamic elements
such as moving water, these control images are static, i.e. they
do not change with time [27]. In our case, since we have
moving water that reflects the environment, they need to be
rendered for any given time using proxy geometry. Similarly,
S(t) and F (t) have to be computed by a renderer also using
the same proxy geometry. An advantage of computing all the
components of the equation separately is that equation 1 turns
into a compositing equation, which can be computed in the
post-processing stage.

One additional advantage of this formulation is that some
global illumination effects, such as sky illumination coming
from scattered sunlight or ambient occlusion, are already
embedded in all control images. Moreover, change of color of
the sky is also embedded with the time term F (t). Therefore,
we only need the sun’s position along with proxy geometry to
compute all images that are the elements of P (S(t), F (t)).

IV. PROCESS

Based on this framework, the Barycentric shading processes
to create dynamic paintings with moving reflective surfaces
is not the same the process in [27], although we still use
a Bilinear Barycentric shader. Since we need to render four
control animations, the process of creating time-lapse animated
paintings now consists of six stages: (1) Creation of Four
Control Textures; (2) Creation of Proxy Geometry; (3) Pro-
jection of Control Textures to Proxy Geometry; (4) Rendering
Four Control Animations; (5) Rendering Shadow Images; and
(6) Compositing. Any 2D artist with minor training in 3D
modeling and animation can produce such time-lapse animated
paintings using this process.

A. Creation of Four Control Textures
Control textures are static and correspond to diffuse regions

of the four control animations. The diffuse parts of four



(a) Three frames from a time-lapse animation of an Edgar Payne Painting for different times of a day [27].

(b) Three frames from an animation of Vine & Glass painting that demonstrate reflection, refraction and caustics [28].

Fig. 3: Examples of previous works that use different forms of Anamorphic Bas-Reliefs and Barycentric shading to obtain
dynamically changing shadows, reflections and refractions with moving light sources.

control animations do not change with time. We render four
control animations using these static control textures. Since
they correspond to the parts of the control images that are
not changing with time, they can be created as in [27]
from available paintings using color transfer [32]. During the
process, we simply ignore dynamic objects and create textures
only for objects that do not move. In these particular cases,
we first created two control paintings at noon, such as the
ones shown in Figures 2a and 2b, by making one completely
in shadow and another completely illuminated using color
transfer from one part of the image to another part of the
image.

In this particular case, one problem was that we did not have
example sunset colors. To create sunset colors, we improvised
using sky colors during sunset. We estimated how much hue
and value must be shifted to create sunset images and changed
the color of each texture based on our estimation. As a
result, we obtained two more control images as shown in
Figures 2c and 2d. This provides us with four static and “un-
illuminated” control textures from which we can obtain control
images. This process does not require any specific software.
In this work, we created “un-illuminated” texture images by
putting each object of the original painting into their own
layers (separating illuminated and in-shadow components)

using ”Match Color” in Adobe Photoshop. An important detail
is that to create sunset control textures, it is better to change
colors of texture images of each individual object in slightly
different way. Despite this being a bit more time-consuming,
it ultimately created a better looking final result as opposed to
only changing the color of the full illumination image.

B. Creation of Proxy Geometry

An important simplification of this process comes from
our observation that we do not have to be exact to construct
proxy geometries. The most critical issue is that the boundaries
of proxy geometry have to match the object boundaries in
the images. The internal structure of the proxy geometry
only needs to preserve the internal boundaries since these
shape discontinuities correspond to discontinuities in shadows.
Although in this example we build a polygonal mesh, the
proxy geometry can even be a height field as shown in
Figure 5a. This process also does not require any specific
software. An artist can quickly create such 3D proxy geometry
in any modeling software by matching boundaries. In this
work, we used Autodesk Maya. The only requirement of the
depth is that it must be a monotonically increasing function
of the original depth [29]. However, there is a need to make



(a) Original orientation of the water surface. (b) Improved orientation of the water surface.

Fig. 4: Two images that demonstrate the need for a reasonably good orientation for water surface. Note that the reflections of
the boat is unusually large in the original reflection.

(a) Depth Map. (b) Perspective View.

Fig. 5: Proxy geometry that was used for the recreation of ”’Le Dolce Vita’ Burano, Italy.”

some improvements in orientation of mirror surfaces as shown
in Figure 4.

C. Projection of Control Textures

The texture mapping of four control images to proxy geom-
etry is simply a camera projection since the proxy geometry
was already created with matching boundaries as shown in
Figure 5b. In these particular animations, we do not animate
the camera position. However, minor camera motion is still
possible since the projection separates the objects.

D. Rendering four Control Animations

We added only subtle motion to the water surface to obtain
a similar visual appearance to ”Le Dolce Vita’ Burano, Italy.”
In our case, the reflections are physically correct. In other
words, for each of the four control texture images, we find
the corresponding reflected shading points and we create four
images that include reflections. These four images are used as
control images in the Bilinear Barycentric equation given in
Equation 1. This process does not need a light since reflection
directions are functions of only eye direction and surface
normals. This is also a simple operation that can be computed
in any rendering software.

E. Rendering S(t) Images

To render S(t) images, i.e. shadow & shading images, we
only need a light source position that is sufficient to compute
both shading and shadows. We also need to compute reflec-
tions of shading and shadows. As shown Figure 7, without
reflections of shadow and shading, our bilinear equation will
not provide shading & shadow in reflection regions. This part
of the process is also straightforward to implement by using
any rendering software.

F. Compositing

Once all animations are rendered, creating final animated
paintings is simply a compositing process. This can be done
in any image manipulation software that allows compositing of
animations. In this work we used Adobe AfterEffects. Figure 6
shows frames from another animated painting that was created
with the same process. As demonstrated in Figures 1 and 6,
this process provides creative control to obtain stylistic time-
lapse animated paintings.

V. CONCLUSION

We have displayed our process for efficiently recreating
and rendering dynamic scenes based on the artwork of Anne



(a) Start of animation: Noon. (b) Afternoon.

(c) Evening. (d) End of animation: Sunset.

Fig. 6: Example frames of animated recreations of Anne Garney’s ”Fusion At Playa del Carmen.” In this case, we also added
new objects, the ball and sailboat, into the original painting to demonstrate that we can obtain visually consistent results.

Garney. With her unique style’s visually pleasing colors, subtle
shadows, and reflections, we believe her paintings are perfect
candidates for testing the efficiency of rendering and shading
processes to emulate a wide variety of styles. We think that this
work provides additional evidence that the Barycentric shading
approach can help to develop simple processes to create
stylistic images and animations that are visually reminiscent
of paintings.
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